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This paper is concerned with the existence and properties of various fixpoints of nondeter- 
ministic recursive definitions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a recursive definition, there are two usual approaches towards its semantics, 
namely: 
(1) Computational semantics. The recursive definition is used recursively as an 
algorithm, subject to some computational rules for computing an equation. Once the 
computational rule is specified, the computed function is assumed to be exactly the 
function defined by the recursive definition. 
(2) Fixpoint semantics. The recursive definition is regarded as a functional 
equation. Its solution, which is known as fixpoint, is assumed to be the function 
defined by the recursive definition. Since a recursive definition may have no fixpoint 
or many fixpoints, it is of paramount importance to know what are the general 
conditions that ensure the existence of lixpoints, and to know how to select one as the 
basis for assigning a semantics to the definition when it has more than one fixpoint. 
As a mathematical model, the fixpoint semantics seems to be a more natural 
approach. The fixpoint theory of deterministic recursive definitions has been 
thoroughly analyzed in the literature. For example, the existence and characteristics 
of the least lixpoints have been studied by Cadiou and Manna [2]. They have 
established the relationship between computed functions and tixpoints. In addition, 
they have presented some classes of tixpoint computation rules. Vuillemin [ 121 has 
presented a sufficient condition for a computational rule to be a Iixpoint computation 
rule. He also described some techniques for proving properties of least fixpoints. The 
notions of the optimal fixpoints were instigated by Manna and Shamir [IO]. Various 
techniques for proving properties of optimal fixpoints were also investigated by them. 
Also, they have suggested some methods of constructing the optimal Iixpoints. Chen 
[3,4] used the tixpoint semantics to formalize the properties of recursive programs. 
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His results suggested some general mathematical techniques to verify properties of 
recursive programs. However, the class of nondeterministic recursive definitions has 
received very little attention. Recently, de Bakker [l] has studied the least fixpoint 
and the termination problem of nondeterministic recursive programs. The relationship 
between computational semantics and tixpoint semantics for the class of nondeter- 
ministic recursive programs has been investigated by France2 et al. [7] and Chen [5]. 
In this paper, we are studying the existence and characteristics of various lixpoints 
of nondeterministic recursive definitions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we are going to recall some definitions and results that will be used 
later on. 
2.1. Partially Ordered Sets 
DEFINITION. A partial ordering E on a set A is a binary relation on A such that 
(I) a C a for every a EA. 
(2) a c b and b G a imply a = b. 
(3) acb and bscimply act. 
DEFINITION. A total ordering s on a set A is a partial ordering on A such that 
for every a, bEA, ash or bsa holds. 
DEFINITION. (A, ‘) is a partially ordered set if s is a partial ordering on the set 
A. 
DEFINITION. (A, E) is a totally ordered set if E is a total ordering on the set A. 
DEFINITIONS. Let (A, G) be a partially ordered set, a E A and B c A. 
(1) a is a minimal (maximal) element of A if for each b E A, b G a (a G b) 
implies a is b. 
(2) a is a least (greatest) element of A if a c b (b G a) for all b EA. 
(3) a is a lower (upper) bound of B if as b (b G a) for all b E B. 
(4) a is a greatest lower (least upper) bound of B if a is the greatest (least) 
element of the set of all lower (upper) bounds of B. 
It is straightforward to prove that once a least element, a greatest element, a least 
upper bound or a greatest lower bound exists, it is unique. Throughout this work 
unless otherwise specified, the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound of any 
set A are denoted by glb A and lub A, respectively. 
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DEFINITION. Let (A, E) be a partially ordered set and B c A, B is a chain of A if 
(B, E) is totally ordered. 
DEFINITION. A partially ordered set is inductively ordered, if every chain of it has 
an upper bound. 
Now, we are going to state the famous Zorn’s Lemma: 
ZORN’S LEMMA. If a partially ordered set is inductively ordered, then it contains 
a maximal element. 
DEFINITION. A partially ordered set is chain-closed, if every chain of it has a 
least upper bound. 
DEFINITIONS. (1) A partially ordered set (A, G) is a lower semilattice, if any 
two elements of A have a greatest lower bound. 
(2) A partially ordered set (A, E) is a complete lower semilattice, if every 
nonempty subset of A has a greatest lower bound. 
2.2. Less Defined or Equal Ordering and Egli Ordering 
In this paper, we use F(D, n) to denote the set of all multivalued functions which 
map D” into nonempty and bounded subsets of D. D has a special element w which 
represents “undefined.” A subset S of D is said to be bounded if S is finite or 
contains w. That is, we restrict ourselves to bounded nondeterminacy. 9(D) is used 
to denote the set of bounded subsets of D. 
Now, we are going to present the less defined or equal ordering. 
DEFINITIONS (LESS DEFINED OR EQUAL ORDERING). (1) c on D is defined as 
wEdanddGdforeverydED. 
(2) c on D” is defined as (a, ,..., a,,) c (b, ,..., b,) if and only if a, s bi for all i, 
1<i<n. 
It is straightforward to prove that (D, G) and (D”, E) are both partially ordered 
sets. 
The less defined or equal ordering plays an important role in the fixpoint theory of 
the class of deterministic recursive definitions. Readers may consult Manna [9]. 
Now, we are going to present the Egli [6] ordering which is essential in developing 
the fixpoint theory of the nondeterministic recursive definitions. 
DEFINITION (EGLI ORDERING). c on S(D)\4 is defined as for any S,, 
S, E (Y(D)\#), S, c S, if either w E S, and S, c (S,U {w}), or w & S, and 
s, = s,. 
Intuitively speaking, if S, 5 S,, then S, is more informative than S, since every 
detined element of S, is a defined element of S,. 
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In this paper, whenever appropriate, we also employ an equivalent form of Egli 
ordering, which is: 
s, c s, if and only if VaES,3bES,[acb] and 
Vb E s, 3a E S,[a C b]. 
Again, one can easily prove that (9(0)\$, _) c is a partially ordered set and a 
complete lower semilattice. 
In this paper, the same symbol s is used for both the less defined or equal ordering 
and the Egli ordering, however, no confusion should arise as the context will clearly 
reflect which ordering is meant. 
Now, we are going to state and prove an interesting property. 
LEMMA 2.1 (UNION LEMMA). Let I be a nonempty index set. If Ai and 
Bi E .P(D)\$, and Ai c Bif or every iE1, then Uie,Ai~Uie,Bi. 
Proof: Suppose w E A, for some i E I. Since Ai c (Bi U (w}) for every i E Z, 
Ui,,Aic Ui,,(BiU {w})=(UieIBi)U {w}. By definition, lJi,,AiG UiE,Bi* 
Suppose w 66 Ai for every i E I. It follows by definition that Ai = Bi for every i E I. 
Therefore, Uie,Ai = UiE,Bi. By definition, Uia,Ai E Ui~,Bi. Q.E.D. 
2.3. Monotonicity and Continuity 
In this section, we are going to introduce the notion of monotonicity and con- 
tinuity. 
For any f_E F(D, n) !nd d E D”, {f(z)} is used to denote the set of all possible 
values off(d); whilef(d) represents one of the elements of {f(a)}. It should be noted 
that our notation differs slightly from other authors for the sake of clarity and easier 
proof. 
The always undefined function of F(D, n), denoted by fi, is defined as 
W(41= {WI for every d E D”. 
DEFINITION. For any f6Z F(D, n), f is said to be monotonic, if for any 5, 6 E D” 
such that a E b; then {f(6)} z {f(b)}. 
Let us use MF(D, n) to denote the set of all monotonic functions of F(D, n). Now, 
we are going to define a binary ordering G on F(D, n). 
DEFINITION. For any f, g E F(D, n), f c g if {f(a)} G { g(a)} for every d E D”. 
LEMMA 2.2. (F(D, n), G) is a partially ordered set. 
ProoJ Straightforward. 
LEMMA 2.3. (F(D, n), C-) is a complete lower semilattice. 
Proof. Let P be any nonempty subset of F(D, n). 
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If P has only one element, it is obvious that this element is just the greatest lower 
bound of P. 
If P has more than one distinct element, say, P = (fi ,f*,...}, define f such that 
Lf*@)l if LW) 1 = L&3 1 
If (6)) = 
for all distinctly ,jJ E P 
v { fi(ti)} U {w } otherwise 
for every GE D”. 
It is clear that f sf;: for every f;: E P. Let g be any lower bound of P. For any 
tiE D”, if {h(G)} = {f,(a)} f or every fi and fi E P, it follows by definition that 
- { @)I s {f @)I* 
Sutwse UX@)~ # I./@)1 f or some fi, fi E P. Since g C fi for every fi E P, it 
follows that {g(d)} c ({f,(d)} U {co)). Therefore, ni{ g(q c ni((fi@)} U {w)). By 
distributive laws, (s(~)}~(ni{fi(6)}U{oJ)=If(6)}. If ~@{g(~)L {@)I= 
{j&Z)} for every f,. E P, which contradicts the assumption. Therefore, CO E {g(d)}. It 
follows that {g(d)} c {f (6)). 
In conclusion, f is the greatest lower bound of P. 
Furthermore (F(D, n), E) is chain-closed. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. (F(D, n), G) is chain-closed. 
Proof Let fi Cf2 Ef, --- be any chain of F(D, n) and denoted by {A}. 
We define f such that for any a E D”, 
I 
Ifk@)l if there exists k > 1 such that 
o E {A(@} for all i < k and 
{f (@I = 
i 
o 6! {f,(k)) for allj > k 
otherwise. 
This definition is possible because if there exists k 2 1 such that o E {L(n)} for all 
i < k and w 6! { fk(cT)}, then it follows by definition that { fk@)} = { fk+ ,(6)} = .a- . 
By the definition off, it is clear that {f (6)} U {w} = Ui{J;:(a)} U {co}. 
We are going to prove that f is the least upper bound of {fi). 
(1) To prove that f is an upper bound of {A}. 
Let ti E D”. If there exists k > 1 such that w E {A(i)} for all i < k and w & {A(C)} 
for all j > k, {f (ti) = { fk(8)}. By definition, it is obvious that {f (6)) = {A(E)} for all 
j > k. Therefore, {f;:(6)} G {f (ci)} for all i > 1. If o E {&(a)} for all i 2 1, {f (5))) = 
Ui{fi(41* Therefore9 LW)} c (If (41 U #I) f or all i > 1. It follows by definition 
that {f,(S)} G {f (ti)} for all i > 1. 
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(2) To prove thatf is a least upper bound of {fi}. 
Let 5E D” and g be any upper bound of {A}. If there exists k 2 1 such that 
w E {A(Z)} for all i < k and w & {A(a)} for all j 2 k, {f(n)} = {f&i)}. Since g is an 
upper bound of {J;:), {f(s)} s { g@)l. 
If w E {j$i)} for all i> 1, {f(a)} = Ui{fi(6)}. Since g is an upper bound of {A), 
it follows by the Union Lemma that Ui{&(fi)} s Ui{ g(d)}. Therefore {f(d)} E 
1 ml* Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.4 not only guarantees the existence of the least upper bound of any chain 
(fi} of F(D, n), but also gives the definition of the least upper bound explicitly in the 
proof. 
DEFINITION. For the recursive definition F(Z) c= s[F](Z), 7 is said to be 
monotonic over F(D, n), if for any S, g fZ F(D, n) such that fs g, then 7[f] E 7[ g]. 
We now introduce the notion of continuity. 
DEFINITION. For the recursive definition F(Z) X= z[F](Z), 7 is said to be 
continuous over F(D, n), if r is monotonic and if for any chain {fi), we have 
W4.t21= ~uWK1~~ 
In this paper, it will be found that continuity of 7 is a sufficient condition for the 
existence of all its fixpoints except the greatest fixpoint. 
3. FIXPOINTS OF NONDETERMINISTIC RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS 
3.1. Fixpoints, Prefixpoints and Postfixpoints 
DEFINITION. fE F(D, n) is a fixpoint of a recursive definition F(Z) c= t[F](Y), or 
of a functional 7, iff= 7[f]. 
In the fixpoint semantics approach, a recursive definition is regarded as a 
functional equation. Its fixpoint is assumed to be the function defined by the recursive 
definition. However, a recursive definition may have many fixpoints. This can be 
illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the identity functional 
F(Z) -G= r[F](f) : F(f). 
It is obvious that every fE F(D, n) is a fixpoint of 7. In other words, a recursive 
definition may have many fixpoints. 
DEFINITIONS. (1) ffZ F(D, n) is a prefixpoint of a recursive definition F(Z) + 
r[F](@, or of a functional 7, iffC_ r[f]. 
511/29/I-5 
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(2) fE F(D, n) is a postfixpoint of a recursive definition F(Z) + r[F](,?), or of 
a functional 5, if t[f] sf: 
For any functional r, the sets of all its fixpoints, prelixpoints and postfixpoints are 
denoted by FIX(r), PRE(r) and POST(r), respectively. 
From the definitions, it is clear that FIX(r) = PRE(r) n POST(r). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the following recursive definition over D = {w, 0, 1, 2,...}. 
F(2) t r[F](f) : IF x = 0 THEN (0 OR w) ELSE 
(xORx- 1 ORP(x- 1)) 
with the standard interpretation of - (with 0 - 1 is o and o - 1 is 0). 
The interpretation of IF-THEN-ELSE from {T, F, co} x D x D into D is: 
if p is T 
IF p THEN s ELSE t is if p is F 
if p is w. 
The interpretation of OR from D x D into Y(D)\4 is: 
aORb= {a,b}. 
The interpretation of = from D X D into {T, F, w} is: 
if a,bE D\{w} and a=b 
if a,bED\{w} and afb 
if a or b is w. 
Let f, g and h be defined as: 
V(x)} = i i:io l,..., x} 
if xiscc, 
{g(x)}= Ir:id l)...) X- 1) 
otherwise 
if xisw or 0 
> otherwise 
P(x)1 = i;ulo 1 if x is w w, ) ) . . . ) x,. . . ) 2x1 otherwise. 
It is straightforward to show that 
(1) f is a tixpoint of 5; 
(2) g is a prefixpoint but not a fixpoint of r; 
(3) h is a postfixpoint but not a fixpoint of r. 
An interesting property follows directly from the definitions. 
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LEMMA 3.1. If a functional r is monotonic, then it maps FIX(r), PRE(r) and 
POST(z) into themselves. 
Proof Immediate from the definition. Q.E.D. 
3.2. Least Fixpoints and Minimal Fixpoints 
The least fixpoint approach towards the semantics of deterministic recursive 
definition is most popular (e.g., see Manna [9]). Recently, the least tixpoint semantics 
and the termination problem of nondeterministic recursive programs have been 
investigated by de Bakker [ 11. By Kleene’s [8] first recursion theorem, we have 
THEOREM 3.1. If a functional is continuous, then it has a least fixpoint. 
Actually, the least lixpoint of r is lub{r’[R]}. 
An immediate consequence of this result is that continuity of r guarantees 
nonemptiness of PRE(r) and POST(r). Furthermore, continuity is also a sufficient 
condition for the existence of the least postfixpoint. 
THEOREM 3.2. If a functional is continuous, then it has a least postfixpoint. 
Proof For any continuous functional t, let f, denote its least fixpoint. By 
Theorem 3.1, f, exists. Since f, E POST(r), POST(r) c F(D, n) is nonempty. It 
follows by Lemma 2.3 that glb POST(r) exists. 
We show that glb POST(r) is a postfixpoint. Since glb POST(r) Cf for every 
fE POST(r), s[glb POST(r)] c t[f ]as r is monotonic. By the definition of POST(r), 
r[gIbPOST(r)] c r[f] sf f or every f E POST(r). Therefore, z[glb POST(r)] is a 
lower bound of POST(r). Thus, 7[gib POST(r)] c glb POST(r). It follows 
immediately that glb POST(r) E POST(r). Therefore, glb POST(r) is the least posttix- 
point of 5. Q.E.D. 
By the definitions, it is clear that for a partially ordered set, existence of its least 
element implies unique existence of its minimal element. In fact, the unique minimal 
element is the least element. Therefore, it follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 and 
Theorem 3.2 that continuity is a sufficient condition for the unique existence of the 
minimal fixpoint and the minimal posttixpoint. 
An interesting characterization of the least tixpoint of a continuous functional is: 
THEOREM 3.3. For a continuous functional, the leastjixpoint is exactly the least 
postfixpoint. 
Proof For any continuous functional t, let f, and f, be its least fixpoint and least 
posttixpoint, respectively. By Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, f. and f, exist. 
We now show that fp is a fixpoint. Since f, is a posttixpoint, r[&] &fp. By 
monotonicity of r, we have r[r[fp]] C_ r[f,]. Th ere ore, f r[ f,] E POST(z). It follows 
immediately that f, E r[fp]. Therefore, f, = r[fp], that is, f, is a fixpoint. 
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We now show thatf, = f,. Since FIX(7) c POST(z),& is a lower bound of FIX(7). 
Therefore, f. of,. However& is a fixpoint, therefore f, G f,. Thus, f, =& . Q.E.D. 
Unless otherwise specified, for any functional 7, f, is used to denote its least tix- 
point. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 is that for any continuous functional 7, 
f, s f for every f E POST(7). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the identity functional 
F(f) X= 7 [F] (2) : F(f). 
It is obvious that 7 is continuous and has R as its least fixpoint. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider the following recursive definition over D X D, where 
D = {..., -2, -LO, 1, 2 )... } u {w}: 
F(x,Y)-G=~[F](~,Y):IFx=YTHEN lELSE(IFx>Y 
THEN (xF(x - 1,Y) OR (Y + 1) F(x,Y + 1)) 
ELSE (yF(x,y - 1) OR (x + l)P(x + by))) 
with the standard interpretations of +, - and multiplication (with w + 1 = w - 1 = 
0 *x=w). 
One can easily show that the least Iixpoint of 7 is defined as: for every (x,Y) E 
DxD 
WI if xoryiso 
;rlx- l)... (y+ l)} 
if x,yED\{w}, and x=y 
if x,yED\{w}, and x>y 
{Y(Y - 1) *** (x + 1)1 if x, y E D\(o), and y > x. 
Note that {f(x, 0)) = {x!} if x E D\(w) and x > 0. 
3.3. Greatest Fixpoints 
In the previous section, it has been pointed out that continuity is a sufficient 
condition for the existence of least fixpoints of nondeterministic recursive definitions. 
Being a mathematical model of extracting information from an implicit functional 
equation, the least fixpoint may not be a good choice towards the semantics of 
recursive definitions. Intuitively speaking, the greatest fixpoint should contain the 
greatest amount of information embedded in the recursive definition. However, 
continuity is insufficient to guarantee the existence of the greatest fixpoint. Consider 
the identity functional 7 which maps any f of F(D, n) intof: 
F(X)-= r[F](Z) :F(.f) 
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By Lemma 3.4, we have the following Lemma: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S cF(D, n) be G-related. For any fund g E S, w & ({f(d)} U 
{g(d)}) implies {f(d)} = { g(L?)} for every dE D”. 
Proo$ Immediate by Lemma 3.4. Q.E.D. 
Now, we can state and prove the following property of a G-related subset of 
F(D, n). 
LEMMA 3.6. If S c F(D, n) is G-related, lub S exists. 
ProoJ: Because of Lemma 3.5, we can define f, as follows: for every dE D”, 
v (41 if there existsfE S 
kfM)1 = 
such that w 6? {f (L?)} 
,vs {f(d)} otherwise. 
We claim that f, is the least upper bound of S. 
We now prove that f, is an upper bound of S. For any d E D”, if there exists g E S 
such_ that o &_{ g($)}, it follows by the delinition_off, and-lemma 3.4 that {f (2)) 2 
{g(d)} = L&41 f or every f E S. Otherwise, {f(d)} G {f,(d)} since {f(d)} c (f,(d)}, 
for every f E S. Therefore, we have f Gf, for every f E S. 
We now prove that f, is the least upper bound. Let dE D” and g be any upper 
bound of S. If there exists f E S such that w f2 {f(d)}, it is obvious that (f,(d)} = 
{f (L?)} E { g(d)}. Otherwise, it follows by the Union Lemma that (f,(J)} = 
UfAf ((?>I E { gm since {f (L?)} E {g(d)} for every f E S. Therefore, f, is the least 
upper bound of S. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that we have not only proved the existence of the least upper 
bound for any E-related subset of F(D, n), but also defined the least upper bound 
explicitly. 
LEMMA 3.7. For continuous t, it holds that if S c PRE(r) is G-related, then 
lub S E PRE(r). 
Proof: By Lemma 3.6, lub S exists. By monotonicity of r, r[f ] c T[lub S] since 
f 5 lub S for every f E S. However, f E PRE(r), it follows that f s s[f ] G r[lub S]. 
Therefore, s[lub S] is an upper bound of S and so lub S c t[lub S]. Thus, 
lub S E PRE(z). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.8. For continuous 7, it holds that for any f E PRE(r), {g E FIX(r) : 
f 5 g} has a least element. 
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Proof. For any fE PRE(r), define S = { g E F(D, n) : f G g}. It is obvious that 
(S, G) is a partially ordered set and has f as its least element. 
Let T be any totally ordered subset of S. By Lemma 3.3, T is E-related. Then, by 
Lemma 3.6, lub T exists. Since f E lub T, lub T E S. 
By monotonicity of t, r[f] G r[ g] f or every g E S. Since f G s[f 1, f E z[ g]. It 
follows by the deinition of S that r[ g] E S. Therefore, r can be regarded to be 
monotonic over S. Since r is continuous over F(D, n), it follows immediately that r is 
also continuous over S. 
It follows immediately from Kleene’s Theorem that t : S -+ S has a least lixpoint 
which is exactly the least element of { g E FIX(r) : f c g}. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.9. For any f, g, h E F(D, n), if g sf and h of, then g and h are S- 
related. 
ProoJ: For any dE D”, we consider the following cases: 
(1) Suppose 0 E {f (cl)}. 
It follows from the definition that w E {g(d)} and w E {h(a)}. Obviously, {g(d)} 
and {h(j)} are G-related. 
(2) Suppose 0 6G {f (ii)). 
(i) Assume w & ({g(d)} U {h(d}). 
Since { g(L?)} = {f(d)} = {h(d)}, { g(d)} and {h(d)} are c-related. 
(ii) Assume o E ({ g(J)} U {h(d)}). 
If cu E {g(d)} and cu E {h(d)}, it is clear that {g(d)} and {h(d)} are E-related. 
Without loss of generality, it is sufficient to consider the cas_e that w E {g(d)} and 
w & {h(d)}. Since {h(d)} = {f(d)}, we have { g(d)} c ({h(d)} U {co}). Obviously, 
Vu E ( g(d)} 3b E {h(J)} [a G b]. However, w E { g(L?)} implies Vb E {h(d)} 3a E 
{ g(d)}[a G b]. Therefore, {g(d)} and {h(d)} are G-related. Q.E.D. 
The following result follows from Lemma 3.9. 
LEMMA 3.10. For any nonempty subset S of F(D, n), flub S exiks, then S is E- 
related. 
Proof: For any f and g E S, if lub S exists, then f s lub S and gG lub S. By 
Lemma 3.9, f and g are G-related. Since this holds for any f and g E S, S is G 
related. Q.E.D. 
We now state and prove the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
the greatest fixpoint of a continuous functional. 
THEOREM 3.4. For any continuous functional z, r has a greatest fixpoint if and 
only if FIX(t) is c-related. 
Prooj (1) Assume r has a greatest fixpoint. 
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Let f, be the greatest fixpoint of t. By definition, it is clear that f, is also the least 
upper bound of FIX(t). Therefore, by Lemma 3.10, FIX(r) is c-related. 
(2) Assume FIX(r) is c-related. 
By Lemma 3.7, lub FIX(r) E PRE(t) since FIX(r) c PRE(r) is s-related. It 
follows from Lemma 3.8 that S = {fE FIX(r) : lub FIX(r) if} has a least element, 
say, f,. Therefore, f C f, for every f E FIX(r) because lub FIX(r) E f,. It follows that 
f, is the greatest tixpoint of t. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Consider the following recursive definition over D. 
F(x)* 7[P](x):o ORF(x). 
One can easily show that r is continuous over F(D, 1). Also, it is clear that the 
always undefined function Sz is the least fixpoint of r. 
By the definition of r, it is clear that if g E F(D, 1) is a fixpoint, then o E (g(x)} 
for every x E D. Therefore, it is obvious from the definition of E-related that FIX(r) 
is c-related. The greatest fixpoint fg of r is defined as: 
{f,(x), = D VxED. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Consider the following recursive definition over D, where D = 
{o, 0, 1, 2 )... }. 
F(x) * @‘I @> :&> OR F( g(x)) 
where ( g(x)} = {x - 1) for every x E D with the standard interpretation of - (with 
0-l=Oandw-l=w). 
Let f and h be defined as: 
. . 
” (x’1 = ] :l!., x - 2, x - 1) fthe:ls: 
{h(x)J = 1 i:,}o, 1, 2 )... } 
if x is w 
otherwise. 
One can easily show f and h are fixpoints of r. By the definitions off and h, it is 
clear that f and h are not E-related. Thus, by Theorem 3.4 7 does not have a greatest 
fixpoint. 
The necessary and suffkient condition for the existence of the greatest prefixpoint 
of a continuous functional is: 
THEOREM 3.5. For any continuous functional 2, t has a greatest preflxpoint if 
and only if PRE(r) is c-related. 
Prooj (1) Assume r has a greatest prefixpoint. 
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Similar to the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
(2) Assume PRE(r) is s-related. 
By Lemma 3.7, lub PRE(r) E PRE(r). It follows immediately that lub PRE(t) is 
the greatest pretixpoint of r. Q.E.D. 
An interesting relationship between the greatest fixpoint and the greatest prefix- 
point of a continuous functional is: 
THEOREM 3.6. For a continuous functional, the existence of either its greatest 
fixpoint or its greatest preflxpoint implies the existence of the other and their identity. 
Proof: Let r be any continuous functional. Firstly, we are going to show that the 
existence of either its greatest fixpoint or its greatest prefixpoint implies the existence 
of the other. 
Suppose the greatest tixpoint f, exists. By Lemma 3.8, f G f, for every f E PRE(r). 
It follows from Lemma 3.9 that PRE(r) is c-related. By Theorem 3.5, PRE(r) has a 
greatest pretixpoint fp. 
Suppose the greatest prefixpoint fp exists. By Theorem 3.5, PRE(t) is E-related. 
Since FIX(r) c PRE(r), FIX(r) is G-related. By Theorem 3.4, 7 has a greatest 
tixpoint fg . 
Thus, the existence of either f, or fp implies the existence of the other. 
We now show that fp is a lixpoint. By monotonicity of 7, 7[&] E r[r[fp]] as 
f, G 7[&]. Therefore, r[ fp] E PRE(r). Then, r[ f,] Efp since f, is the greatest prefix- 
point of 7. However, fp c r[f,] as fp E PRE(r). Thus, fp = r[fp], that is, f, is a fix- 
point. 
We now show that fp = f,. Since fp is a fixpoint, by definition f, G f,. Since 
FIX(r) c PRE(r) and fp is the greatest element of PRE(r), f, is an upper bound of 
FIX(r). Therefore, f, E fp. Thus f, = f,. 
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
We have the following relationship between FIX(r) and PRE(r): 
THEOREM 3.7. For any continuous functional 7, FIX(r) is s-related ifand only is 
PRE(t) is G-related. 
Prooj Immediate from Theorem 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. Q.E.D. 
3.4. Maximal Fixpoints 
Judging from the amount of information that can be extracted, the greatest fixpoint 
semantics may be better than the least tixpoint semantics. However, continuity 
guarantees only the existence of the least fixpoint but not the greatest fixpoint. In this 
section, we shall study the existence and characteristics of the maximal fixpoints. 
We are now going to prove that continuity is a sufficient condition for the 
existence of the maximal fixpoints. 
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THEOREM 3.8. If a functional is continuous, its maximalfixpoints exist. 
ProoJ Let 7 be any continuous functional. By Theorem 3.1 its least fixpoint f, 
exists. Sincef, e PRE(z), PRE(7) is nonempty. Let S = { g E FIX(z) : f E g} for some 
f E PRE(7). 
It follows by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.8 that (S, G) is a nonempty partially 
ordered set. 
For any totally ordered subset T of S, T is E-related by Lemma 3.3. Therefore, 
lub TE PRE(7) by Lemma 3.7. It follows directly from Lemma 3.8 that there exists 
h E FIX(7), such that lub Tc h. Therefore, h is an upper bound of T. Since f G h, 
therefore h E S. Thus, every totally ordered subset of S has an upper bound. 
It follows from Zorn’s Lemma that S has a maximal element f,. 
We now prove that f, is a maximal element of FIX(z). Suppose there exists 
g E FIX(z) such that f, E g. Since f G f,, we have f G g. Therefore, g E S. However, 
f, is a maximal element of S, so g is f,. Therefore, f, is a maximal element of 
FIX(7). Q.E.D. 
We have proved that continuity of a functional guarantees not only the existence of 
the minimal fixpoints but also the existence of the maximal fixpoints. We use 
MAX(t) to denote the set of maximal fixpoints of a functional 7. 
Also, in the proof of Theorem 3.8, we have in fact proved the following property. 
LEMMA 3.11. I$ a functional 7 is continuous, then for any f E PRE(7), f E f, for 
some f, E MAX(7). 
Although continuity implies the existence of the maximal fixpoints, maximal 
fixpoints may not exist uniquely. This can be stated more formally, but examples will 
convey the idea more clearly. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Consider the identity recursive definition over D which has at 
least three distinct elements: 
F(x) ( 7 [F](x) : F(x). 
Let f and g be such defined: 
If (41 = {al VxED 
and 
{ g(x)1 = Pl VxED 
where a and b are distinct and are not w. 
It is obvious that both f and g are maximal fixpoints of 7. 
It is obvious from the definition that existence of the greatest fixpoint implies 
unique existence of the maximal fixpoint. In fact, the unique maximal fixpoint is 
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actually the greatest fixpoint. An interesting question is: Does unique existence of the 
maximal lixpoint imply existence of the greatest fixpoint? 
Note that for a partially ordered set in general, even if the maximal element exists 
uniquely, the greatest element may not exist. This can be illustrated by the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Consider (D, c), where D = {co, a’, a, b, c ,... }, such that 
(i) w G x for every x E D, 
(ii) x c x for every x E D, 
(iii) a’ is not related with any other elements except o and itself, and 
(iv) w E a E b E c E a - - . 
One can easily show that (D, E) is a partially ordered set. It has a’ as its unique 
maximal element, however, its greatest element does not exist. 
Notwithstanding that (FIX(r), _) c is a partially ordered set, we have the following 
important result: 
THEOREM 3.9. If the maximalfixpoint of a continuous functional exists uniquely, 
then it is also the greatest fixpoint. 
Proof: Let f,,, be the unique maximal fixpoint of the continuous functional r. It 
follows by Lemma 3.11 that f sf, for every f E FIX(r), since FIX(r) c PRE(r). 
Therefore, f, is the greatest lixpoint of r. Q.E.D. 
There is an interesting characterization of MAX(r). 
THEOREM 3.10. For any distinct f and g E MAX(r), f and g are not G-related. 
Proof. By contradiction. Assume there exist distinct f and g E MAX(r) such that 
f and g are c-related. 
Then, S = {f, g} is G-related. Since S c FIX(r) c PRE(r), it follows from Lemma 
3.7 that lub S E PRE(r). By Lemma 3.8, there exists h E FIX(r) such that lub S G h, 
therefore f E h and g s h. By maximality off and g, it follows that f = h and g = h. 
Therefore, f = g which contradicts the assumption. Q.E.D. 
3.5. Optimal Fixpoints 
Intuitively, the greatest tixpoint should contain the greatest amount of information 
that can be extracted from the recursive definition. However, continuity is not a 
sufficient condition for its existence as shown in the previous sections. For the 
maximal fixpoints, continuity guarantees their existence but not uniqueness. 
Intuitively speaking, the amount of information contained by any maximal fixpoint is 
not less than that of any other maximal fixpoint, therefore it is meaningless to choose 
a particular maximal fixpoint as the basis for assigning a semantics to the recursive 
definition. Since practically applicable definitions are continuous, we wish to find 
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some fixpoints such that continuity can guarantee their unique existence and that they 
contain, in some sense, the maximal amount of useful or interesting information that 
can be extracted from the definitions. Motivated by these criteria, Shamir [ 1 l] has 
proposed a new type of fixpoints, known as the optimal fixpoints, for the class of 
deterministic recursive definitions. This section answers Shamir’s question by 
providing a description of the counterpart of optimal tixpoints for the class of 
nondeterministic recursive definitions. 
The following lemmas are useful in the sequel: 
LEMMA 3.12. Let 7 be any continuous functional. For any fE POST(t), 
{ g E FIX(z) : g zf} has a greatest element. 
Proof: The proof is dual to the proof of Lemma 3.8 by using the reverse order, 
that is, g s h if and only if h G g. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.13. For any continuous functional 7, ly S c POST(z) is nonempty, 
glb S E POST(z). 
Proof By Lemma 2.3, glb S exists. By monotonicity of 7, s[glb S] c 7[f] since 
glb S G f for every fE S. However, fE POST(7), it follows that z[glb S] G ~[f] of: 
Therefore, z[glb S] is a lower bound of S and so s[glb S] E glb S. Thus, 
glb S E POST(7). Q.E.D. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.11 is that for every fC FIX(7), there 
exists f, E MAX(z) such that f sf,. Since a continuous functional may have many 
maximal tixpoints and there is no a priori preferred one, if a fixpoint is a lower bound 
of MAX(7), this fixpoint may be regarded to contain some “common” information 
which every maximal fixpoint contains. In general, if the fixpoint is more informative, 
it is more valuable. 
By Lemma 2.3, it follows that glb MAX(7) exists, but glb MAX(z) may not be a 
Iixpoint of 7. Motivated by the criterion of selecting the fixpoint which has the 
maximal amount of “common” information contained by every maximal iipoint, we 
introduce the following definition: 
DEFINITION. For a functional 7, the optimal tixpoint is defined as the greatest 
element of {f E FIX(r) :f G f, for every f, E MAX(z)}. 
By definition, it is clear that if the optimal fixpoint exists, it is unique. We now 
state and prove the following basic result: 
THEOREM ‘3.11. If a functional is continuous, then its optimal fucpoint exists 
uniquely. 
Proo$ Let 7 be any continuous functional. By Theorem 3.8 MAX(7) is nonempty. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.13, glb MAX(7) E POST(z) since MAX(r) c POST(t). 
Define S = (f E FIX(r) :f C glb MAX(r)). By Lemma 3.12, S has a greatest 
element which is actually the optimal fixpoint of 7. Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLE 3.10. Consider the following recursive definition over D, 
F(x) e dF1 @> :g(x) OR F( g(x)) 
where { g(x)} = { co, x} for every x E D. 
It is clear that t is continuous over F(D, 1) and g is the least lixpoint of t. The 
optimal tixpoint f0 of r is defined as: 
kMx)) = D VxED. 
3.6. g-related Fixpoints 
DEFINITION. A fixpointfE FIX(r) is said to be a E-related fixpoint, iff and g are 
c-related for every g E FIX(r). 
REFIX(r) is used to denote the set of all G-related lixpoints of the functional r. 
By definition, we have the following property of REFIX(r): 
LEMMA 3.14. REFIX(r) is G-related. 
ProoJ Immediate from the definition. Q.E.D. 
Let us recall the definition of G-related. Two nonempty sets S and Tare said to be 
c-related, if for every s E S, there exists t E T such that either s E t or t c s, and vice 
versa, where E is the less defined or equal ordering. Thus, S and T may be viewed to 
be in some way related with each other. In this sense, fixpoints of REFIX(r) may be 
regarded to contain some “interesting” information. 
An important property of REFIX(r) is: 
THEOREM 3.12. For any continuous functional 5, REFIX(r) has a least and a 
greatest element. 
ProoJ If t is continuous, then its least fixpointf, exists. It follows by Lemma 3.2 
that for every fe FIX(r), f, and f are s-related. Therefore, f, E REFIX(r), that is, 
REFIX(r) has a least element. 
By definition and Lemma 3.14, REFIX(r) c PRE(r) is G-related. It follows from 
Lemma 3.7 that lub REFIX(r) E PRE(r). By Lemma 3.8, S = {h E FIX(r) : 
lub REFIX(t) G h} has a least element, say, f,. 
We now show that f, is the greatest element of REFIX(r). For any f E FIX(r), 
define T,= REFIX(r) U {f }. By definition, it is clear that T,c PRE(r) is G-related. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.7 again, lub T,E PRE(r). Lemma 3.8 implies that there exists 
some g E FIX(z) such that lub T,‘_ g. By the definition of Tf, therefore 
lub REFIX(z) c g and f C g. Therefore, g E S. It follows that f, E g. By Lemma 3.9, 
f, and f are s-related since f, G g and f C g. Since there is such a g for every 
f E FIX(t), f, E REFIX(t). However, lub REFIX(r) Cf,, therefore f, is the greatest 
element of REFIX(r). Q.E.D. 
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An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.12 is that if r is continuous, then 
REFIX(r) is nonempty. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.12, we have already shown that the least element of 
REFIX(r) is the least fixpoint of r. Actually, the greatest element of REFIX(r) is the 
optimal lixpoint of t. 
THEOREM 3.13. For a continuous functional t, its optimalfixpoint is the greatest 
element of REFIX(r). 
Proof: For any continuous functional 7, let& be its optimal tixpoint andf, be the 
greatest element of REFIX(r). 
We now show that fO of,. By Lemma 3.11, for any f E FIX(r) c PRE(r), there 
exists f, E MAX(r) such that f G f,. By definition offo, fO ‘If,. Therefore, it follows 
from Lemma 3.9 that f and fO are E-related. Since this holds for any f E FIX(r), 
fO E REFIX(r). By the definition off,, therefore f, G f,. 
We now show that f, GfO. For any f, E MAX(r), define S = REFIX(r) U {f,}. 
For any g E REFIX(r), by definition g is a G-related tixpoint of r. Since f,,, is a 
lixpoint, therefore f, and g are &related. Thus, S c PRE(r) is E-related. Therefore, it 
follows from Lemma 3.7 that lub S E PRE(t). By Lemma 3.8, there exists g E FIX(r) 
such that lub S E g. Therefore, f,,, c g. By maximality off,, g = f, . Therefore, f, is 
an upper bound of S. Since REFIX(r) c S, therefore f, G f,. Since this holds for any 
f, E MAX(r), f, is a lower bound of MAX(r). Therefore, by the definition of optimal 
fixpoint, f, E fO. 
Thus, f, = fO. Q.E.D. 
An interesting characterization of REFIX(r) is that it is exactly the set of all 
fixpoints which are lower bounds of MAX(r). 
THEOREM 3.14. For any continuous functional z, REFIX(r) = {f E FIX(r) : 
f E f, for every f, E MAX(r)}. 
Proof: For any continuous functional r, let f, be its optimal fixpoint and S = 
{f E FIX(r) : f c f, for every f, E MAX(r)}. 
We show that REFIX(r) c S. By the definition of optimal fixpoint, fO Gf,,, for 
every f,,, E MAX(r). For any g E REFIX(r), it follows directly from Theorem 3.13 
that g sfO. Therefore, g G f, for every f, E MAX(r), that is, g is a lower bound of 
MAX(r). Therefore, REFIX(r) c S. 
We now show that S c REFIX(r). For any g E FIX(r), it follows by Lemma 3.11 
that there exists f, E MAX(r) such that g C f,,, . For any h E S, by definition h &f,. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.9, h and g are c-related since g Gf, and h Gf,. Since this 
holds for any g E FIX(r), h is a z-related fixpoint. Therefore, S c REFIX(r). 
Thus, REFIX(r) = {f E FIX(r) : f G f, for every f, E MAX(r)}. Q.E.D. 
3.7. Well-Defined Fix-points 
Let us begin this section by considering the following example. 
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EXAMPLE 3.11. Consider the following recursive definition 
(w, 0, 1, 2 )... }. 
F(x) e r[F](x) : pred(x) OR F(pred(x)) 
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over D, where D = 
where pred is defined as {pred(x)} = {x - 1) with the standard interpretation of - 
(with 0 - 1 = 0 and w - 1 = w). 
Let f, g, h, j and k be defined as follows: for every x E D, 
Lf- (x)1 = 
l&)1 = 
{h(x)1 = 
LWI = 
{k(x)1 = 
{WI if x is w 
{w I u {O,..., x-2,x- I} otherwise 
{w] if x is w 
{OS.., x-2,x- 1) otherwise 
{W] if xisw 
D otherwise 
D if x is w 
{OS.., x-2,x- I} otherwise 
,D if xis w 
{w) u {O,..., x-2,x- 1) otherwise. 
One can easily show that f, g, h, j and k are all lixpoints of r. Since {O,..., x - 2, 
x - 1) and {w, 0, 1,2,...) are obviously not c-related, it follows that g and h are not 
E-related. Therefore, FIX(r) is not G-related. It follows immediately by Theorem 3.4 
that r does not have a greatest fixpoint. Actually, f is the least fixpoint and k is the 
optimal lixpoint 
However, we can intuitively deduce from the definition that r expresses the less 
function. Note that intuitively speaking, w is less defined but not less than an integer. 
Therefore, g is the best solution of r. But, g is neither the least, nor the optimal, nor 
the greatest tixpoint of t. 
In order to cover this case, it seems that we need to have another tixpoint approach 
towards the semantics of nondeterministic recursive definitions, which does select g 
as the solution of t in Example 3.11. We call such a solution the well-defined fix- 
point. 
DEFINITION. For a functional r, the well-defined lixpoint is defined as the least 
element of {fE FIX(r) : lub S cf}, where S = {fE FIX(r) : either {f(Z)} U {w} = 
{f,(Z)} or {f(f)} = {f&V)} for every ffE D”}. 
By definition, it is clear that if the well-defined lixpoint exists, it is unique. Before 
we present the sufficient condition for its existence, we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.15. For any continuous functional t, S = {fE FIX(r) : either {f(f)) U 
W = K(~N or VW1 = VX91 f or every 3 E D" } is nonempty and G-related. 
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Proof: By Theorem 3.1, r has a least fixpoint f,. It is clear thatf, E S. Therefore, 
S is nonempty. 
For any f, g E S and 2 E D”, we consider the following cases: 
(1) Suppose w 62 {f,(W. 
f, g E FIX(r). So f, of andf, G g, i.e., {f,(Z)} E {f(f)} and {f,(Z)} E {g(Z)}. But 
as {f,(f)} does not contain o, we have that {f,(Z)} = {f(Z)} and {f,(Z)} = (g(Z)}. 
Obviously, {f(f)} and {g(f)} are G-related. 
(2) Suppose w E K(81. 
Therefore, (f(2)) U (w} = (g(2)) U (0). It follows immediately that 
({~(_C)}\{O}) = (( g@)}\{o}). By the definition of c-related, it is obvious that (f(Z)} 
and (g(F)} are G-related. 
Thus, S is G-related. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.15. If a functional is continuous, then its well-defined fucpoint exists 
uniquely. 
ProoJ Let r be any continuous functional. By Lemma 3.15, S = {f E FIX(r) : 
If WI U W = If,@)} or if (f)l = {f,(9 f or every 2 E D”} is G-related. Since 
S c PRE(r), it follows from Lemma 3.7 that lub SE PRE(r). By Lemma 3.8, 
{g E FIX(r) : lub S cg} has a least element. 
Therefore, the well-defined tixpoint exists. Q.E.D. 
Referring to Example 3.11, by definition g is the unique well-defined fixpoint of t. 
Note that 
(i) g is not the least lixpoint (f is the least lixpoint); 
(ii) g is not an c-related fixpoint and thus not the optimal fixpoint (g and h 
are not E-related); 
(iii) g is not a maximal tixpoint and thus not the greatest tixpoint (g zj and 
g #j; strictly speaking, the greatest fixpoint does not exist in this case). 
Let us consider the class of deterministic recursive definitions, that is, (f (2)} 
containing only one element. Take some f E S. Now, if w E (f,(f)}, {f (2)) = 
{f&)1 = WI since {f (41 U k4 = {f,(3). 
On the other hand, since {f,(Q) G {f(f)}, it follows by definition that also 
{f (2)} = {f,(2)} if w G {f,(2)}. Therefore, Vff : {f&T)} = {f(f)}, i.e., f, =J As this 
is the case for each f E S, S = {f,}. It is obvious that for the class of deterministic 
recursive definitions, the notion of well-defined tixpoint is identical to that of the least 
fixpoint. 
4. CONCLUSION 
As a mathematical model, the fixpoint approach towards the semantics of 
nondeterministic recursive definitions seems to be more intuitive and natural than the 
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computational approach. In this paper, we have studied the existence and properties 
of the least, greatest, minimal, maximal, optimal, c-related and well-defined tixpoints. 
With regard to the existence of tixpoints, it has been found that continuity is a 
sufficient condition for the existence of all fixpoints except the greatest fixpoint. 
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